
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Legend

Martial Arts - Silver-Voiced Nightingale Style

Inspiring Battle Hymn
Core, p. 447

Allows the stylist and her allies to reoll all 1s on a Join 
Battle roll if they can hear her. Those benefiting receive a

+1 Resolve vs. threats, supernatural fear, etc.
Mastery: Can gain temporary Willpower

Silver-Voiced Nightingale Form
Core, p. 448

Perform a perfect harmony of music that grants bonuses
to Evasion and adds Performance to withering attacks‘

damage. Gain Initiative when opponents pay Willpower
to resist Performance-based influence by the stylist.

Voice of the Night Bird
Core, p. 447

Permanent new weapon: Voice, treated as a mundane
light weapon with the bashing and thrown tags. Attacks are
rolled with Martial Arts (Silver Voiced...). Flurry with Performance

without penalty. Mastery: Counts as artifact weapon.

Shattering Discord Cacophony
Core, p. 450

Make a gambit which will delay the enemy for one tick
per success. Decisive attacks made against the enemy

add one die to raw damage per success as well.
Mastery/Terrestrial applies,please refer the book.

Harmony in Opposition Stance
Core, p. 448

Synchronize movement to a single chosen enemy, ignore
Evasion penalties when defending against that enemy,

gain other bonuses. Can switch synchronization.
Terrestrial: Simple Action instead of Reflexive, more

Resounding Songbird‘s Cry
Core, p. 449

Apply a sonic environmental hazard against all enemies
within short range. Reactivate next turn for free to enact

a withering kiai attack against all enemies that failed
to defend against the hazard. Terrestrial applies, refer book.

Haunting Heart-Rending Melody
Core, p. 448/449

Roll to inspire in enemies that can hear you sorrow,
regret, depair. Gain bonuses on the roll. Enemies suffer

penalty to Defense vs. the stylist until they pay Willpower.
Terrestrial: No bonus on roll.

Hearing the Heart‘s Song
Core, p. 448

Gain increased Evasion versus decisive attacks based on
Performance ability. If successful, gain a bonus to an

immediate free read intentions action.
Mastery: Steal Initiative on successful read intentions
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Terrifying Battle Shriek
Core, p. 447/448

Roll to intimidate an enemy. Success forces the enemy to
move away from the martial artist or hide. Can be flurried

and gains bonuses if hit by attack the same turn.
Mastery: Enemies loose Initiative upon fleeing/cowering

Aria of Victory
Core, p. 449

The stylist and all allies which can hear her gain one
Willpower at the start of each turn which must be spent the

turn it was gained. Disappears if unused in the next turn.
Terrestrial: Must pay upkeep for the effect.

Flashing Blade Harmony
Core, p. 449

Enhance an ally‘s weapon, so that when they make a decisive
attack they can double 10s on the damage roll or gain

double 9s for withering. Improves attacks against enemies
hit with such a weapon. Mastery applies, refer book.

☑
☑

Silver Voiced... Style Info
An esoteric style which focuses on the voice of it‘s user
as the weapon. This style teaches breach control, circular
breathing and such to facilitate the shouts and kiais it
can produce to outright kill people, though other songs
may just as easily inspire or aid the allies of the stylist.

Complementary Ability: Performance is essential.

Weapons
• Voice

Armor
Light armor

All Three Charms


